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A. PM COMPANY



I. SHORT PRESENTATION OF THE COMPANY
PM was established 36 years ago by two brothers, Renzo and Paolo Pizzolato. In the
beginning, the main activity was the manufacturing of stamping moulds. Later on, they
expanded their activity by starting designing and producing roll forming rolls.

Later on the company joined the remaining three brothers and sister, fact that offered
additional strength in the company which in the meantime was already under a status of
continuous growth.



The next step was to produce the complete roll forming line and as a matter of fact the first
line was commissioned by a company from the automotive sector. In the 90’s the company
continuously grew. A growth that continued also with the new millennium.

[Inside view of the production facilities]



Innovation, high quality standards, flexibility were the major the characteristics that

helped the company to grow and become one of the major producers of roll forming

systems in Europe. Today PM has privately owned facilities of 35.000 sqm, a turnover

between 30 and 40 million euro, 150 employees and exports in more than 50

countries.



II. TAILOR MADE ROLL FORMED PRODUCTS
About 15 years ago, the company’s management decided to expand

its activities and to start the production of tailor made profiles after

customer’s request. The production started with some simple

profiles requested by local companies.



Because of the final product high quality, the reduced delivery times
due to the PM’s quick tooling change systems and the experience in the
roll forming process, this specific sector grew exponentially as far as
the volumes as well as the complexity of the requested (produced)
profiles, by reaching today the 25% - 30% of total PM turnover.



Very often the production of these profiles, involves a close collaboration with the

ordering companies who in many cases are already customers, having acquired in the

past one or more roll forming lines. PM nowadays consumes yearly 30.000 tons of

material approximately and exports roll formed products except in Europe also in

Middle East, South America, North Africa,. etc.



III. MAIN INDUSTRIAL SECTORS
PM as a machine producer at first place and as supplier of profiles in the second

place has been active in the majority of the industrial sectors like for example:

AUTOMOTIVE

This is the sector where PM accumulated a lot of experience as far as the integration

of innovative solutions for stamping/punching combined with the roll forming process.

Furthermore, PM offered to its customers key turn projects by integrating additional

processes like laser/high frequency/TIG welding, spot welding, assembly, unloading,

stacking, packaging, etc.



SHELVING SYSTEMS

PM in this sector can provide solutions which are innovative in a world wide scale.



BUILDING INDUSTRY

This is a very vast industrial sector which is divided in various minor sectors and a has

a great number of applications. Again in this sector PM has accumulated a great lot of

experience through the past years and consequently can offer solutions not only as

far as the production is concerned but also can offer roll formed products of an

advanced quality and technology.



MINOR INDUSTRY SECTORS 

Also in minor sectors like: 

 Road construction

 Silos 

 Agricultural 

 Electrical appliances 

 Furniture 

 Electricity 

etc. 

PM can offer innovative solutions. 



B. PM ADVANTAGES

One of the main advantages is the fact that PM produces machines and at the same

roll formed products.

Working closely with our customers within a creative environment, we are able to

provide various and innovative solutions. A complete collaboration and information

exchange is essential for reaching the ultimate goal, which is the development and

implementation of the best solution which satisfies the customer’s needs.



A second advantage is that, apart the long term accumulated experience in machine

building, for the last 15 years PM has been also gaining a great lot of experience also

with the production of tailor made profiles, which provided PM with the capability to

offer the best technological solution either for the machine and/ or the product. In

many cases the designing process begins with the study of the profile in order to

design and realise the best production process wise.

For this reason with our machines we as PM and our customers are producing a great

number of profiles for sectors like automotive, building industry, shelving systems,

electrical elements, house appliances, furniture, and for various other minor sectors,

where quality and productivity are essential elements.



C. WHY CHOOSE PM?

At this point comes the obvious question, thus why choose PM over another producer

of roll forming lines?

The reasons can be summarized in the are following three key points:

a) The big and vast experience in a great number of 

industrial sectors.



b) The possibility to collaborate with PM independently, 

either as a machine producer and / or as a tailor made 

profiles producer.



c) PM’s high technological level and the possibility to offer 
keys on hand projects. 

In the above photo you can see side members with a maximum thickness of 10 mm produced with a fully
automated line with integrated processes like punching, roll forming, tapering, embossing, marking, laser cutting,
sandblasting, quality control and unloading/stacking. The complete line was designed, produced and
commissioned by PM.



d) PM’s continuous innovation and search for new 

technologies and solutions. 

Automotive door frame profile with integrated 3D bending process



e) PM’s capability to integrate various processes into one 
line in order to have the best production flow under the 
profile quality aspect but as well under the production 

process aspect.

Laser (CO2) welded profile for supermarket shelves 



Laser (Fiber ) welded profile for automotive



AUTOMOTIVE
In this sector we can provide a vast range of sample profiles, references and systems

for passenger, commercial and transport vehicles produced for well-known car

manufacturers.

D. ROLL FORMING APPLICATIONS IN THE MAIN INDUSTRIAL SECTORS







SHELVING SYSTEMS

PM in this sector can provide solutions which are innovative in a world wide scale.



SHELVING SYSTEMS

 Light duty shelves & boltless shelves 



 Supermarket shelves 



 Medium duty storage systems 



 Pallet racking systems 



And several other sub categories like: 

 Automated storage systems  

 Movable storages

 Cantilever  

 Mezzanine floors

 Etc. 



BUILDING INDUSTRY



BUILDING INDUSTRY / INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS

 polyurethane roof and wall sandwich panels



 Mineral wool and polystyrene panels



 Trapezoidal and deck panels 



 C, Z, Omega & Sigma purlin profiles



BUILDING INDUSTRY / BUILDING EXTERIORS



Panels & accessories for



 Garage doors



 Industrial doors



 Sliding industrial doors 



 Door & window frame profiles for façade systems from steel and stainless steel





BUILDING INDUSTRY / BUILDING INTERIORS
 Security & fire proof doors



False ceilings: 



 Ceiling support structure profiles & ceiling panels



 Sliding doors



 Lighting:



 Air conditioning:





ROAD CONSTRUCTION



 Guardrails 2 and 3 waves and accessories 



MINOR INDUSTRIAL SECTORS / SILOS



MINOR INDUSTRIAL SECTORS / AGRICULTURAL

 Greenhouses 



 Vineyard poles



MINOR INDUSTRIAL SECTORS / ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES



MINOR INDUSTRIAL SECTORS / FURNITURE



MINOR INDUSTRIAL SECTORS / ELECTRICITY

 Cable trays, Uprights for electrical cabinets, etc. 



Closing this short presentation we would like to invite you to visit our production facilities in order to
see our lines in operation, take a close look in our sample profiles show room and discuss details of
your project with our qualified staff.

E. CONCLUSION  


